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One day an alien came to visit a small town in Yorkshire.

The alien wanted a job.
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The alien looked funny with a long tail a big head,

bright red eyes and big ears.
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So the alien changed into a person.

The alien went to a local school for a job.
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She saw the head teacher and

got a job as a dinner lady.
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Everyone thought alien was a real person.

The alien loved the children and played games with them.
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Everything was going well and the alien had made friends

with the other dinner ladies and the children.
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Then one day the alien shouted at some children and

her eyes changed bright red.

That was strange.
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The children ran away crying to another dinner lady

and told her about the red eyes.

The dinner lady said "Go and play".
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The next day the alien shouted at more children and

her tail started growing longer and longer.
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The children ran away crying to another dinner lady

and told her about the red eyes.

The dinner lady said "Go and play".
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The next day the alien shouted at two children and

her ears started growing bigger.

The children didn't want to play with the new dinner lady.
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The alien was very sad.

The alien tried hard not to shout at children.

She didn't want to change back into an alien.
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The alien went back to the space ship

and read a book about aliens.
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She found out that if she was not cross with the children

she would not change back into an alien but stay as a person.

She would like that.
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Now everyday the alien never shouts or gets cross

with anybody and has stayed a person forever.
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Could your dinner lady be

the alien that never gets cross?
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